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Abstract. The Call Processing Language (CPL) is one of the best known
approaches developed for creating telephony services in Internet telephony. Its
XML-based structure makes it a flexible approach to create services not only by
service providers, but also by end-users, which increases the possibility of feature
interactions. In this paper we present an online approach for detecting feature
interactions of CPL. A feature interaction manager is introduced to handle the
problem. The manager detects feature interaction through comparing actions
indicated by real-time SIP messages and actions indicated by CPL scripts which
we call intentions. We evaluated the proposed approach using the VOCAL
(Vovida Open Communication Application Library) VoIP system. Among the
ready-made features, a feature interaction has been detected between Call
Screening and Call Forward All Calls.
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1.

Introduction

A feature is a component of additional functionality added to a base system[1], which
has the purpose of fulfilling certain user intentions – in call processing systems these
intentions usually change the call behaviour. Features are expected to work correctly on
the base of some assumptions. Features may have to interwork to share a resource.
When features interwork, some may break the assumption of others, or the goals of the
different features conflict with each other, and thus feature interactions happen. For
example in a call processing system, user A has an Originating Call Screening (OCS)
feature, with user C on its screening list, and user B has a Call Forward
Unconditionally (CFU) feature to forward all incoming call to C. If user A calls user B,
a connection between A and C is established according to CFU, but this conflicts with
the goal of OCS – hence we say that features OCS and CFU interact. While this is a
simple example, the problem is getting worse with an increasing number of features,
higher complexity of each feature and if non-experts (that is end-users) can define their
own features.
The feature interaction problem has been extensively studied in traditional
telephone system[2], and a substantial work has been done to deal with feature
interactions. Generally, approaches can be divided into two categories: off-line and on1
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line. Off-line approaches are applied at design-time and are often based on formal
methods. Off-line approaches have a number of shortcomings, which are especially
apparent in an open and competitive market. On one hand, detailed information of the
feature is not always available for commercial reasons as features are provided by a
number of providers (which might also be independent of the provider of the
interaction detection solution). On the other hand, the rapidly increasing number of
service makes it an arduous, if not impossible, task to analyze pair-wise feature
interactions. However, these approaches do have significant value when applied to a
group of services provided by the same party.
On-line approaches are applied at run-time. While this still does not provide
detailed implementation information about features, it provides similar detail, namely
that observable from the features behavior, about features from all providers. More
crucially, it allows to focus on features involved in the current call rather than requiring
an analysis of all possible combinations. These approaches have clear benefits in open
market environments.
The Call Processing Language (CPL)[3], standardized by IETF, is one of the best
known approaches for creating telephony services for Internet telephony. There are
other approaches including SIP CGI (Common Gateway Interface), SIP Servlets, JAIN
APIs. However, CPL is one of the most popular methods because it is signaling
independent and designed to ensure safety. Another important reason for the popularity
is that CPL is XML-based, and hence it is easy to read and write by non-professionals,
and hence end-users can write (and subsequently deploy) their own scripts. However,
the potential for interactions increases the larger the number of deployed features
becomes and also increases significantly if lay-users build their own features as they
tend to be less aware of the consequences of their wishes on the overall system than a
telecommunications engineer. Feature interaction in CPL has been studied in [4-6],
where the authors adopt off-line approaches. In this paper, we propose an on-line
method to detect feature interaction which should be more suitable for CPL due to the
general benefits of on-line approaches discussed above. The approach is based on a
feature interaction manager, which detects feature interactions by analysing actions
indicated by real-time SIP messages and actions (referred to as intentions) indicated in
CPL scripts. The approach can detect Single-Component[7] feature interactions and we
have verified this approach on an open-source VoIP system, VOCAL (Vovida Open
Communication Application Library). While the approach has been developed for CPL,
it is not limited to it. It can also be applied to detect feature interactions implemented
by other approaches where the system actions and the intended behavior of features can
be observed.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The next section presents an
introduction to CPL and related basic concepts. Section 2 proposes an on-line feature
interaction detecting approach. Section 3 discusses how the approach works and
section 4 illustrates the implementation of the approach with VOCAL and presents a
case study. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, we conclude and provide an
outline of further research.

2.

Background

2.1 Call Processing Language
CPL defines a scripting language, where the scripts describe the desired behavior for
occurring actions and certain conditions. Crucially, loops and recursions are not
allowed in CPL scripts, as these can easily lead to potential errors (that is a single CPL
script not working correctly). CPL scripts can either be deployed on network servers or
user agents.
CPL defines to types of call processing actions: incoming and outgoing which are
actions performed when a call arrives whose destination is the owner of the script or
when a call is made where the script owner is the origin respectively. These two actions
are seen as top-level actions, with subactions being actions which can be called from
other actions. In general each top action is root to a tree of nodes and outputs.
There are four categories of CPL nodes: switches, including address-switch and
string switch, which represent choices a CPL script can make; location modifiers,
which add or remove locations from the location set; signaling operations, which cause
signaling events in the underlying protocol; and nonsignaling operations, which trigger
behavior that does not affect the underlying protocol.
Semantically, CPL scripts can be considered as a decision tree. The tree describes
the decisions and operations a telephony signaling server performs on a call set-up
event. Switches and location modifiers compose conditions to describe whether the
following operations should be taken or not, and the operations describe what the
manager or user wants to do with the call depending on the condition(s).
2.2 How CPL Controls SIP Message Flow
CPL was designed to describe Internet telephone services. It works only when parsed
and used in conjunction with a signaling architecture or protocol. Here we introduce
how signaling operations affect SIP message flow, other uses of CPL are introduced in
RFC3880 [3].
As we discussed in section 2.1, switches and location modifiers help make
decisions, and finally signaling operators complete the call control by “proxy”,
“redirect”, or “reject” actions. “proxy” means to forward the call to the currently
specified location; “redirect” causes the server to direct the calling party to place its call
to the specified set of locations; “reject” tells the calling party that the call has been
rejected. A SIP system operates enforces the suggested behaviour:
(1) If the signaling operation is “proxy”, the feature server will change the request
URL with the URL obtained from the switch condition or the result of a lookup to
generate a new request, and forward it accordingly. A response will be received to the
call request according to the system condition or other service.
(2) If the signaling operation is “redirect”, the feature server will generate a 3xx
response related to the INVITE message with the new contact address in the
CONTACT field – it is then up to the user agent to re-attempt the call.
(3) If the signaling operation in the script is “reject”, the feature server will return a
response in the 4xx, 5xx, 6xx range to the originator to tell them the call is rejected,
and indicate the reason is whether busy, not found, reject, or error.

2.3 Basic Concepts
Several basic concepts are important in the study of feature interaction in CPL, such as
policy, feature and intention. In [8], policy has been defined as “high-level statements
to support personal, organizational, or system goals”. An intention is one of these goals.
A feature is a basic functionality offered by a system and is specified by means of
policies
In this paper, we represent intention by a potential connection as indicated jointly
by the SIP message and the applicable CPL scripts. Potential connection is used here to
represent the relationship of two users that may be connected together in the call set up
stage. The features involved and the SIP messages suggest potential connections: For
example, a SIP INVITE message, defines a potential connection between the user in
the From header and the user in the request line; if a SIP INVITE message from A to B
arrives at a server and B has subscribed a feature CFU with all incoming calls
forwarded to C, a potential connection between A and C is indicated. The word
“potential” is used because the relationship may be changed by a feature or a redirect
operation, and hence any connection suggested by the basic call or any individual
feature is not necessarily the finally established connection.
In the example above, the potential connection between A and C is the intention of
the feature CFU. It is obtained by composing information from the SIP INVITE
message and the feature.
If a feature is triggered, its intention must be embodied in the new SIP message
generated after the feature is executed. We use intentions of features and potential
connections of SIP messages, instead of only SIP messages, considering the condition
that some feature may not be triggered, but the resulting connection of the other feature
may conflict with its intention. A typical example is the feature interaction between
OCS and CFU. We will discuss this in detail in section 3.2.
3.

The Approach

Feature interactions result in conflicts of potential connections in the call set up stage.
Potential connections can be separated into two categories: allowed connections and
forbidden ones. If one feature intends to forbid a connection of two users, while
another feature tries to establish the same connection, feature interaction occurs
between the two features. Our approach is based on this understanding. Furthermore,
the two categories of potential connection can be represented by certain string items, so
feature interaction can be detected simply by string comparison without complex logic
decisions. A feature interaction manager is used in our approach to detect feature
interactions. Single-Component interactions can be detected by this method, and this
has been implemented with VOCAL as a testbed. The approach can be extended to
Multi-Component interactions, and we will come back to this.
3.1 Representations of Call States
Let commu(x, y) represent a connection from user x to user y, and we refer to this as a
communication item. Two lists are used to carry the items: the connection list contains
connections or feature intentions that are permitted, and the no-connection list
connections that are forbidden.

An example will illustrate this. A SIP INVITE message arrives at a server with
Alice in the From header and Bob’s URL in the request line. The condition can be
described as Figure 1.

Figure 1. Representation of a SIP INVITE message

Consider a more complex example in terms of a CPL feature. User Alice has a
service which forbids all outgoing calls to Carl and proxies all other outgoing calls to
Bob. The CPL script is shown in Figure 2, and its intention is represented as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 2. An example CPL script

Figure 3. Representation of CPL script in Figure 3-2

Clearly the lists are only listing connections that have been defined clearly by the
SIP messages or the call script. Connections that are not included in the description are
allowed by default. For example, if user A has an OCS service with only B on his
screening list, connection from A to all the other users are automatically allowed (at
least they are not forbidden by the OCS feature, though some other feature might forbid

them). Hence, we assume that connections which are not in the connection or noconnection lists are allowed.
The representation used in this approach is inspired by Richard E. Fikes and Nils J.
Nilsson [9]. They once used the similar representation method in the artificial
intelligence area to represent operator results, however we find it is also helpful here
for the feature interaction detection problem.
3.2 Feature Interaction Analysis
Feature interaction means either conflicts between intentions expressed by different
features or that the resulting connection created by the features is logically
unreasonable. In the first case, the intention of at least one of the features will be
changed or not executed as expected (this is usually the intention of the first feature to
be invoked). To detect this interaction, the connection indicated by the first feature’s
intention and the resulting connection of the second feature should be compared to
detect feature interaction. In the latter case, each features’ intention is satisfied, but the
final results is logically conflict.
Feature interaction can be divided into three categories based on this understanding.
Note that in this paper we consider only the situation of two features interacting with
each other based on the assumption that the community has not really identified much
need for three-way (or more-way) detection.
Category 1, Conflict between two features’ intentions. Feature interaction happens
only after the second feature is triggered, so this kind of feature interaction can be
detected by comparing the first feature’s intention and the connection set up after
activation of the second feature. This kind of interaction has two cases.
(a) During the call setup process, the first feature which is invoked by one of the
subscribers involved in the call is not triggered by the INVITE message, because the
service specific data is not satisfied. For example, subscriber A has an OCS service
with C on its screening list. Subscriber B has a CFU service which redirects all
incoming calls to C. While A calls B, OCS is not triggered, and CFU redirects the call
to C so a connection between A and C is established. This clearly conflicts with the
intention of OCS. Using our representation method, the intention of the first feature and
the resulting connection of the second feature are captured as shown in Figure 4. This
behavior is similar to sequential action interactions (SAI) defined in[10].
(b) Both features are triggered by the INVITE message, but the second feature
changes the intention of the first. This kind of interaction is the most prevalent and a
typical example is the interaction between CFB and TCS. Subscriber B redirects an
incoming call from A to C according to its CFB feature. But A happens to be on the
screening list of C. Interaction happens, and the intention of CFB is destroyed by TSC
service of C. The connection state of the intention of the CFB and the resulting
connection of TCS are as shown in Figure 5. This behavior is similar to shared trigger
interactions (STI) defined in[10] .

Figure 4. State representation of OCS and CFU

Figure 5. State representation of CFB and TCS

Category 2, Forwarding loops. If both features are forwarding features, the
resulting connection of the second feature is identical to the originating connection and
the resulting connection of the first feature is identical to the originating connection of
the second feature we encounter a forwarding loop. [10] mentions these as a typical
type.
In this case, the initial connection state needs to be compared to the resulting
connection, and if identical a forwarding loop has been detected. A typical example is a
user B forwarding all incoming calls to C, while C forwards incoming calls to B when
she is busy. Figure 6 represents the call states.

Figure 6. Example of forwarding loop

Category 3, Connection to an unrelated person. If the initial originator of the call
finally receives a call request from a third party or if the initial destination of the call is
finally connected to an unknown third party users will be astonished. This type of
interaction has been called user intention violation in[11]. Combination of a CF service
and a CR service easily leads to this kind of feature interaction. Suppose subscriber B
forwards all the incoming call to C, while C has a CR service. When user A calls B, the
call would be forwarded to C, but C is busy now, so C calls back later. An unexpected
connection is built. It is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Example of Connection to an unrelated person

3.3 Summary of Interaction Analysis
Among the three categories, the intention of the first feature and the resulting
connection are needed for interaction detection in the first case, while the last two need
to retrieve the initial connection and the resulting connection. However, as in a typical
call situation we don’t know which interaction will be encountered a-priori sufficient
data needs to be collected to ensure we can detect all situations. Hence, three
connection states should be recorded and represented: the initial potential connection,
the intention of the first feature and the resulting connection. The information of the
initial connection and the resulting connection, such as From info and To info can
retrieve directly, so only one message will be recorded in the connection list or the noconnection list. Since more than one intention may be described in a CPL script,
multiple items may be recorded in the relating lists.

4.

Applying our Approach to CPL Features in a SIP Environment

As mentioned before, a feature interaction manager forms the core of our method. The
manager stores the initial potential connection, the first feature’s intention, and
resulting connection when related SIP messages are observed, and judges whether a
feature interaction exists. We have so far implemented the manager on the feature
server, so it can detect Single-Component feature interactions.
The feature intention and the potential connection are obtained in the way
discussed in section 2.3. This method aims to realize on-line detection of CPL, so it
also needs data from the CPL script to learn the feature’s intention, hence this needs to
be obtained from the CPL script, or from the data structure which stores data retrieved
from the CPL script. But CPL script data on its own is insufficient. We also need real
time data too to learn about some identities of the involved parties. For example,
subscriber B has a CFB service, from the script we can only know where B wants to
redirect the call when he/she is busy, but the originator of the call must be obtained
from the actual incoming SIP message that triggered the feature. Hence, the feature
intention of the first feature is learned from the CPL data and the related SIP messages.
The originator of the potential call is the user in the From
header, and the potential destination is the user specified in the CPL script in case of
“proxy” or “redirect”, or a treatment in case of “reject”. The initial and resulting
connection can be obtained from SIP messages without considering scripts. Usually the
connection will be built between the user in the From header and the one in the request
line (the first line of a INVITE message).

The above applies to conditions that the service is deployed on a SIP proxy server,
or a user agent server. However, it can also be present on a redirect server. In that case,
the server does not simply change the request line of the INVITE message and forward
it, but sends a “302 Moved temporarily” or “301 Moved permanently” response with
the new address in the Contact header. Then potential connection can then be obtained
from the Contact header of the 301 or 302 message instead of the INVITE message.
A flag is used to mark the number of the features the call flow goes through. In our
research, there are at most two features that will be triggered. The judgment is triggered
by the second feature. It doesn’t matter whether the first feature was actually triggered
by the INVITE or not, because we use its intention to detect feature interaction.
We represent every connection state in the form that was introduced in Section 2
with allowed connections in the connection list and forbidden connections in the noconnection list. In case of the first category of interaction, comparison should be made
between the first feature’s intention and the resulting connection. If the same item
appears in lists with different names, interaction happens. In the example illustrated in
figure 4, commu(A,C) appears both at the first intention’s no-communication list and
the resulting connection’s communication list. It indicates that the first feature intends
to establish a forbidden connection between A and C, with that connection established
finally. Clearly, the second feature changes the call opposed to the first one’s intention.
Feature interaction happens between OCS and CFU. This kind of interaction mainly
occurs between proxy and reject actions. In case of the last two categories of
interaction, comparison should be made between the initial potential connection and
the resulting connection. Comparison should be made between the initial state’s
connection list and the resulting connection’s connection list.
We will now describe the detection algorithm in detail:
Input: A duplicate of the initial INVITE message, information of the first CPL
feature (i.e. the signaling operation and the specified location), and a duplicate of the
newly generated SIP messages after the activation of the second feature.
Output: Notification of whether feature interaction occurred.
The feature interaction manager performs the following algorithm:
1. Retrieve the initial potential connection from the duplicate of the initial INVITE
message and place it on the initial connection state’s connectlist; retrieve the first
feature’s action, which includes the initial INVITE message, signaling operation (e.g.
proxy, redirect, etc) and address information and store them into connectlist or noconnectlist according to the information of the feature action.
2. Check the flag to see if the second feature is triggered. If so, retrieve the
resulting connection from the duplicate of the newly generated SIP message, put the
item on the resulting connection state’s connectlist and go to Step 3; else, delete the
saved data and the feature interaction detection is finished (there were less than two
features, so no interaction is detected).
3. Detect feature interaction by string matching.
i. Get string from the resulting connection state’s connectlist. Let us call this S.
ii.
Search for S in the first action’s no-connectlist. If S is not found, go to step
iii; if found, a feature interaction of the first category has been found. A
notification will be given to the user.
iii.
Search for S in the initial connection’s connectlist. If not found, go to step
iv; if found, feature interaction of the second category has been found. A
notification will be given to the user.

iv. Check the user part of the string to see if the resulting connection is built from
a third party to the initial originator or from the initial destination to a
third party. If so, feature interaction of the third category has been found
and a notification will be given to the user; else, no feature interaction
occurred and the feature interaction detection is completed.
The duplicate of the initial INVITE message-INV, information of two CPL Feature in one call
session InfoCPL1 and InfoCPL2

Retrieve the initial potential connection from INV and place it on the initial connection state’s
connectlist;

retrieve the initial INVITE message, signaling operation and address information of InfoCPL1
and store them into connectlist or no-connectlist

if the second feature is triggered. retrieve the resulting connection from the newly SIP
message, put them on the resulting connection state’s connectlist

Get element as Str from the resulting connection state’s connectlist

Str in{ the first action’s no-connectlist}
No

S in {the initial connection’s connectlist}

No

the user part of the resulting connection is (third
part the initial originator) or (the initial destination
third part)

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Feature interaction
of Category 1

Feature interaction
of Category 2

Feature interaction
of Category 3

No feature interaction

Figure 8. The algorithm of detecting feature interaction

5.

Implementation

The approach has been implemented with the VOCAL system, which is developed by
an open-source community vovida.org[12]. VOCAL takes SIP as its signaling protocol,
and provides a SIP stack, SIP servers and a SIP user agent. The VOCAL architecture
includes a special server called feature server to supply services programmed in CPL,
thus providing the ideal platform for the validation of our methods. Conveniently, the
platform includes 5 ready–made CPL features as well as managers to activate,
deactivate and configure features through the provisioning GUI (a built-in interface).
Users can deploy their own additional features by placing new CPL scripts in a
designated directory and restarting a feature server’s process to enable the new script.

The experimental setup includes a computer with Linux operating system with
VOCAL deployed on it, and several other computers running x-lite, a free software
telephone.
The goal of the experiment is to validate the application of the proposed method to
a practical situation. We can detect feature interactions between the ready-made
features and also with custom features.
5.1 Implementation of our Approach
The feature interaction manager is deployed overarching different feature servers, as
shown in Figure 8. The detection procedure is as follows:
(1) The first feature server through which the call goes sends the initial INVITE
message to the manager and the manager extracts the initial potential connection.
(2) Being centralized, the manager can also get data from the first related feature
subscribed to by the initial originator or destination from the feature server. This
information can include location sets and the signaling operators to get feature
intentions. Also, we can obtain information whether the feature is triggered or not at
this time.
(3) If a second involved feature is triggered in the call, new INVITE messages, and
response messages (such as 301, 302, 403, 404, 486, 450 messages) generated by the
feature server will also be send to the feature interaction manager. This allows to
determine the resulting connection. If no features are involved any more, the feature
server skips this call and applies its action to the next call.
(4) The manager checks the information stored to see if the call has gone through
two features, if so detects feature interaction using the algorithm discussed earlier.
Note that, although features are executed by different feature servers, since the
whole VOCAL system is deployed on one computer, feature interactions in this
environment can be considered as Single-Component ones.

Figure 8. Location of the feature interaction manager

5.2 A Case Study
In the following the approach is applied to the interaction between Originating Call
Screening and Call Forwarding Unconditionally.
Though the VOCAL system is deployed on one computer, it has two Marshal
Servers which use different ports of the computer. The public address of the computer
is telcom.upc.edu.cn. The public address of the user agent client is Alice@
telcom.upc.edu.cn:5060, and Carl@ telcom.upc.edu.cn:5065. User Alice subscribes to
the OCS feature with Carl on the screening list and user Bob subscribes to CFU to
forward all incoming calls to Carl. In the scenario, Alice attempts to invite Bob to a
session. The relevant part of the INVITE message is as follows:
INVITE sip: bob@ telcom.upc.edu.cn:5065
From: sip: alice@ telcom.upc.edu.cn:5060; tag=3f5428
To: sip bob@ telcom.upc.edu.cn:5065
The INVITE message is captured by the feature interaction manager and the
original connection state is stored with commu(alice, bob) on the connection list. Then
the manager gets the OCS’s information from the feature server and together with the
INVITE message, the manager retrieves the feature’s intention and adds commu(alice,
carl) to the (currently empty) no-connection list. At this time OCS is not triggered. The

call set up continues, and a new INVITE message is generated according to Bob’s CFU
feature.
INVITE sip: carl@ telcom.upc.edu.cn:5065
From: sip: alice@ telcom.upc.edu.cn:5060; tag=3f5428
To: sip bob@ telcom.upc.edu.cn:5065
The manager captures this INVITE message and obtains the final connection. The
item commu(alice, carl) appears on the final connection state’s connection list. The
manager compares the three connection states using its algorithm and detects a feature
interaction between OCS and CFU.
5.3 Discussion about the Example
We choose OCS and CFU as our example, because it is quite a typical example in the
area of telecommunication features and hence does not need much explaining. In this
case, the OCS feature is not triggered by the INVITE message, and the feature
interaction can still be detected, because its intention is used.
6.

Related Work

There is a large body of FI work already in existence, and some approaches are targeted
towards SIP and CPL.
Nakamura et al. [6] addressed eight kinds of possible semantic warnings in individual
CPL scripts. Their method can detect semantic warning in a single CPL script directly
according to their definition. For pairs of scripts, they present a combination operator to
first compose the individual behaviours into one script on which they can use the
semantic warnings for detection. Their approach is based on single script, and
concentrates on semantic warnings – we assume that each script is free of semantic and
compilation problems. Another significant difference is that their method is off-line
while ours is on-line. Xu et al. [4] present very similar ideas, but they concentrate on
logic inconsistence. They use the Simple Formal Specification Language (SFSL) to
express the intentions of CPL scripts in logic. Their method can detect logic interaction
both in single scripts as well as in pairs of script. Incompatibility of reject and proxy as
well as forwarding loops can be detected by their method. However they cannot detect
connections between unrelated parties and again their method is off-line.
Kolberg et al. [9] propose an on-line technique to detect and resolve feature interaction
between distributed SIP call services. Their method is based on six rules, allowing
them to detect connection looping, redirection and treatment and diversion and
reversing similar to our method. In fact, we don’t consider their rule 5 Treatment and
Subsequent Missed call Handling as a kind of interaction. In their example, the
originating connection is from A to B, and A has OCS service with B on the screening
list, while B has CFB service. In this case, CFB will not be triggered, because the call
is forbidden on the first server where OCS is deployed. In our opinion this should not
be considered as an interaction, for the service OCS would exhibit similar behaviour in
the absence of CFB. A more fundamental difference lies in the fact that their approach
is based on an extension to SIP, while we do not require such an extension. Chentouf et
al. [13, 14] proposes a solution for Multi-Component FI situations. A manager called

FIMA (Feature Interaction Management Agent) is introduced in their work. However,
they just describe the framework, and do not consider detection rules. However, this
work might be of interest to us in the future when considering extensions to MultiComponent FI.
7.

Summary and Future Work

We have implemented an on-line method to detect Single-Component feature
interactions, through comparing one feature’s intention and the resulting connection, or
the initial potential connection and the resulting connection using a feature manager.
This detection approach is consistent with the INVITE message flow. This approach
allows to detect interactions independent of whether the feature is actually triggered or
not. In this way, interactions can be detected, and we do not need to check response
messages any more.
Feature intentions can be detect without knowing detailed implementation
information about the service. What we need is only some key data about the service,
much of which is often configuration data (who is being screened, who subscribes the
feature) and this information is being collected at runtime, so the approach can be
applied in environments where detailed information of services is not available. More
detailed evaluation will be given in the future work.
Multi-Component feature interaction is an important category in VoIP, because of
the inherent distributed environment underlying VoIP telephony servers. MultiComponent feature interaction is left as future work. One option is to maintain a
centralized feature manager which interacts with all feature servers, similar to
Chentouf’s work – however there are alternatives that involve communication between
a number of decentralized feature managers.
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